Needs to Improve

Good

Excellent

ATTITUDE TO
LEARNING

You rarely show enthusiasm for
learning and may only do the
minimum level of work OR you are
regularly slow to start work OR
are regularly off task in class OR
you often fail to finish classwork
OR you regularly disrupt teachers
– for example talking, calling
out, using your phone etc. This
behaviour disrupts the lesson and
spoils other people’s learning.

You usually respond to teacher
directions and work co-operatively,
but may sometimes be slow to
start classwork OR you complete
tasks set but not always to
the best of your ability OR you
occasionally disrupt lessons by
talking or calling out or using your
phone, etc. This behaviour can
sometimes make it difficult for
others to learn.

You show a positive attitude
to learning and come to class
ready to get involved. You involve
yourself in lessons and often
contribute. You always complete
classwork, usually to the best of
your ability. You promptly follow
the instructions of your teacher
and remain focussed throughout
the lesson. This means that your
classmates are also able to learn.

You always show an enthusiastic
attitude to learning and come to
class keen to get involved and
contribute to group or paired
work. You actively involve yourself
in lessons, always completing
classwork to the best of your
ability. Your behaviour sets a good
example at all times and you
actively help your classmates
to learn.

You usually put the minimum effort
into your home learning so it is of
a poor standard OR your home
learning assignments are not
completed or you regularly
miss deadlines.

Sometimes you put the minimum
effort into your home learning
OR show a lack of care over
the presentation of your home
learning OR you sometimes
miss deadlines.

You always make an effort with
your home learning and tasks
are completed to the best of
your ability and with careful
presentation. You rarely
miss deadlines.

Your home learning is always
produced with care and to the
very best of your ability and
with careful presentation.
You always meet deadlines.

You are regularly late for school
and miss locker time OR you
sometimes miss tutor time or
assembly without permission OR
you are regularly out of uniform
OR without equipment OR you
often show a disrespectful attitude
around school. You do not
contribute to, or you disrupt,
your form’s activities.

You are sometimes late for
locker time, assembly or tutor
time OR you sometimes arrive
in incorrect uniform OR without
equipment OR you sometimes
show a lack of respect or
consideration in school. You
rarely contribute or assist during
your form’s activities.

You usually arrive punctually
to locker time and to tutor time/
assembly. You are usually fully
equipped and ready to take
part and you wear the correct
school uniform. You are polite
and respectful to all members of
the school community and are
considerate of others around
the school. You often contribute
positively to your form’s activities.

You always arrive punctually
to locker time, tutor time and
assembly. You are fully equipped
and ready to take part and you
wear correct school uniform.
You are positive, polite and
respectful to all members of the
school community. You always
contribute enthusiastically to
your form’s activities.
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